
Minutes 
WOUFT Executive Council Meeting 

May 10, 2018, 9:00 – 11:00 AM 
MNB 130 

 
In attendance: President Scott Beaver, VP of Membership and 
Organization Melanie Landon-Hays, VP of Political Action Chloë Hughes, 
Treasurer Janeanne Rockwell-Kincanon, Secretary Marie LeJeune, 
Bargaining Chair Emily Plec 
 

1. Annual Faculty Report Proposal (Laurie Burton) 
a. Scott pulled up Laurie’s email from April 10.  Laurie pointed out that it’s not 

ready to be electronified 
b. Recommend that we leave N/A blank.  We can get comfortable with a lot 

of blanks. Chloe doesn’t like the leaving blank.  We don’t want it to be 
negative.  So instead, choose some areas and these are examples where 
you may have contributed to student success.  

c. Wordsmithed the document to reflect our recommendations.  
d. Scrunched down the list so there’s no blank and then gave an example of 

how to have this possibly look.  Added a question to the self-assessment 
at the end.  

e. Sent Laurie our updated version (in this folder): 
 
2.  Brought up workload concerns about COE and the dean, made a plan to 
put a pin in it and wait to work with the president, and possibly new interim 
Provost.  
 
3. 10 Reasons to become or remain a WOUFT member:  Agreed to work on 
this online 
 
4. Confidential Discussion  

 
5. WOUFT Women’s Caucus - Discussion regarding the formation of an 
umbrella women’s caucus group that sponsors occasional Saturday or 
workshop trainings under WOU.  Agreed to explore having a local chapter 



rather than leaning into the Salem chapter.  We could perhaps partner with 
AAUW and/or  Abby’s House.  To Be Continued... 
 
6. WOUFT VP for Membership and Organization and Secretary for 2018-19 
- Discussion of duties. 

 
7. Review of last XC meeting with B&E faculty and Scott’s 5/9 meeting with 
a B&E faculty member - obtained current B&E bylaws 

 
8. NTT 3-year contracts - discussion of process 
 


